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 INTRODUCTION
AXBJLR- Akbarnagar is the modern Kajmahal in Bengal. It was founded
ITAGAB by Man Singh in the fortieth year of Akbar's reign (Blochmann's
'Ain-i-Akbari, p. 340), and was used in that reign as a mint both
for silver and copper, the Lucknow Museum possessing a rupee of the
fiftieth year. But it was during the three following reigns that the
mint was most active. There are no examples in this catalogue of
the heavy Kalvnia, and 'couplet' coins, which were issued in Jahfingir's
first three years (see L M. C. and R M. C.), but the normal weight
coins of 1019 and 1020 exhibit the following rare couplet:—
' King JNuru-d-din Jahangir, son of Akbar Sh&h, struck coin in Akbar-
nagar, the court of the king of heaven/
The remaining coins of this reign are of the usual Ilahi type.
Under Shahjahan are to be found the regular types—the non-Ilahi
rupees of the first year, followed by the Ilahi rupees from the second
to the seventh year, and the ' square areas' type from that year to the
end of the reign. These are all represented in the catalogue.
Of Aurangzdb there are no less than one gold and thirty-four silver
coins. The gold issues of the twelfth year (cf. B. M. C., No. 706) had
the king's name in a square area on the obverse, and the mint and
date in a square on the reverse, but in the thirteenth year the type
was changed, and we get (No. 1121) the king's titles in lines on the
obverse with Aurangz^b's ordinary reverse.
On the rupees the obverse legend is the one usually found on
the gold coins of Aurangz^b (^* taking the place of J(x>) until the
forty-second year, when Jj) comes into the couplet. A further
peculiarity is that both the Hijra date and regnal year are recorded
on the reverse up to the forty-sixth year (1114). The British
Museum Catalogue describes (B. if. a, No. 742 (a)) a rare two-anna
piece of this mint.
After Aurangzdb the issues from Akbarnagar become scarce, but
the Museum possesses examples of the rupees of Shdh 'ilarn I,
Muhammad, Ahmad, and 'llamgir II. The latest of these bears the
date 1167-ahd, and is of the first year of 'ilamgir II.
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There are but three coins-all eopper-of this rare mint in the
collection here catalogued. From two of these it is possible from the

